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Arrows note divergence between price and momentum

MSA is going to begin to focus on shorterterm technicals in U.S. government Bonds
(also TLT), gold, and the U.S. stock market
(the S&P 500 and NDX). The reason is that
we think a turn is either already underway
or about to begin in each. Specifically with
T-Bonds and gold to the upside, probably
already having seen their lows, and with
U.S. stocks nearing a peak and a turning
point. And if our more near-term
assessment identifies these turns, there’s
a good chance that what begins with
weekly momentum will trigger larger
technicals that aren’t far away in these
markets.
In this report we focus on T-Bonds, one of
the two “alternatives” to the stock market.
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We’ve argued that the positive linkage over
the past year and more between T-Bonds
and gold continues and will likely persist
for several more months. However, we
daily ranges vs. 15-day avg. (3-wk. avg. equiv.)
strongly suspect that after the next surge
in both we’ll see a divorce, with T-Bonds
peaking and turning down long term, but
gold continuing upside. That would leave
gold, silver, and commodities as the conspicuous alternative asset category. As this divorce between
rate direction and gold occurs, it will no doubt confuse many investors and asset managers who have
grown accustomed to the (recent) linkage between those two markets and who assume it will persist. A
problem for them to sort out.
The charts above show “weekly” momentum of T-Bonds using a 15-day avg. instead of a 3-wk. avg., with
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the action plotted in daily bar format for better clarity.
When T-Bonds crested this past summer (coincident with gold), weekly momentum went negative.
Notice that all rally highs were shallow on the momentum chart, generally at or below two points over
the zero line (the highest close on the momentum chart was back in August at just below the +2 level).
Meanwhile, the lows were repeatedly four points below. A negatively biased range of behavior, fitting
with the downtrend.
Then in February as price accelerated on the downside, momentum took out that deep clear
momentum floor at -4. An indication of emotional capitulation on the downside. However, that
downside passion waned as the momentum readings aborted back above that aged floor in early to mid
-March. And price then began to go mostly sideways. Today’s price, for example, is where it was a
month ago.
Meanwhile, the momentum action is moving to attack the shallow massive ceiling that goes back nine
months! Almost turning what’s normally a shorter-term technical indicator into something of larger
scale.
Close a day two full points over the 15-day avg. and consider that a breakout. Tomorrow that number
will be 158 & 2/32ds. Less than one point above today’s settlement on the June future. The 15-day avg.
is now flat, so that breakout number for this momentum chart will remain the same any day this week.
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We mentioned there are larger dominoes to
trigger in these market turns—T-Bonds, gold,
and U.S. stocks. Here’s one example: T-Bond
monthly momentum (two different monthly
oscillators).
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The first thing to note is that at the February
close, 3-mo. avg. momentum registered an
oversold reading (the upper SD band
dropped below the zero line). March
continued down in price but at a lesser rate,
while the March momentum action stabilized
mostly within the readings seen in February.
This month has now taken out the March
oscillator high.
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Key breakout levels on the middle chart: First
is the parallel downtrend channel (lower
circle). Momentum will take that channel top
out if price reaches 161 during this month.
Second, if price closes the month over the
zero line (163 & 3/32ds this month or around
158 & 24/32ds next month, noted via the red
arrow), then momentum will close over all
action since last October. A major base
breakout.
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Our monthly momentum average (MMA)
oscillator will break out if price trades to 160
& 4/32ds this month.
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Meaning that if weekly momentum merely
engages several more points of upside, which
we think likely given the size of the weekly
base, then these monthly factors will in turn
be triggered.

MSA’s projection, if weekly factors trigger
monthly, is that T-Bond futures will rally to
the 170 to 175 zone before encountering major resistance.
A 15-day momentum study of the S&P 500 will be sent tomorrow.
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Positions in markets mentioned: long PHYS (Sprott Physical Gold Trust) and SLV calls
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Disclosure: There is risk in trading in equity, futures, options and ETF markets. Momentum Structural Analysis, LLC is not an investment
advisor or a commodity trading advisor. MSA reports are based upon information gathered from various sources and believed to be
reliable, but are not guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness. The information in this report is not intended to be, and shall not
constitute, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, futures contract, option or ETF or investment product or service.
Trading in any market carries risk. Moreover, the risk of loss in trading in futures, options or ETFs sometimes can be substantial, and you
should consult with your financial advisors and carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition.
The leverage available to individuals trading stocks, futures, options or ETFs can enhance that risk, and can lead to large losses. Past
performance of any product discussed herein is not necessarily indicative of future performance.
You should be aware that securities and futures brokers and advisors typically charge fees for their services. Accordingly, it may be
necessary for your account to enjoy substantial gains in order to realize profits net of fees.
The information contained in this report is subject to change without notice. It should not be assumed that MSA’s methods as presented will
be profitable or that they will not result in losses. The indicators and strategies are provided for informational and educational purposes
only and should not be construed as investment or trading advice. Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the information herein in
placing any trades or making any investment. Nor should you assume that you will be able to enter or exit markets at prices discussed in
this report. This risk disclosure statement cannot disclose all the risks and important issues regarding trading equities, futures, options or ETF
markets. You should always consult with your licensed financial advisor or other trading or financial professional to determine the suitability
of any trades or investments discussed here.

